
Welcome and thanks for joining us for the next few hours as we turn our attention to 
clubs…..

This focus is long overdue…..and that’s not meant to imply that there hasn’t been 
work going on…..that colleagues and clubs have done some great things…..

It’s just that now is the right time to shine even more light on the work of clubs 
…….and for us all to explore how we bring focus and support to this work in order to 
help those clubs that want to develop, to become stronger and more successful….

During this year we will work with you to review the club affiliation package and 
…..alongside that develop new resources and services which will better support those 
clubs who want to actively engage in Stronger Together….. 
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The importance of clubs is highlighted throughout Stronger Together……
We all know that clubs are key in so many areas……

In increasing participation…..sustaining participation….
Encouraging touring….
Providing events
Introducing and providing competition…
Developing coaches and volunteers
Developing talent… 
Improving access…..protecting local waterways….
Clubs lie at the heart of so much of this work …..really so very key to the success of 
the strategy……
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Within Stronger together we    identified 4 national actions……
but just as importantly ……the process gathered from you ….insight into the actions 
that you thought clubs ought to take over the next 4 years…..to build stronger 
clubs……

We called these recommendations for action…….and these too are within Stronger 
Together…….….on pages 44, 45 and 46 of the strategy…..
They do provide some great prompts for those clubs who are thinking about club 
planning…….. going to pick up these themes in the next hour…....
…….and the focus of the workshops late this afternoon…..
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So this session will prompt you to think about your own club plans…..
When we’ve done straw polls  in other forums…..generally less than 5% of the 
audience have said that their club has a strong and active plan……..
I’ve been party to many discussions with clubs talking about the challenges of being 
able to plan…..…not enough people….not enough time….. to plan…
But we know what failing to plan usually leads to…….
I too have been in that place……1979….I was involved in the first meeting of a new 
club…appointed me as coach…..……which over 15 years became a club that was 
successful on the field of play……but more importantly was recognised as being well 
run and forward thinking…….
So when I look back at what we did……strip the process right back to offer just a few 
words of guidance….
A simple plan and real plan is better than no plan…..
Be clear on Purpose….why the club is there…..
Be clear on vision……What realistically do members want it to become……
Then step by step start to fill in the missing pieces in a sensible timescale and looking 
outwards to others that can help…….

Those 2 themes of successful on the field of play and being well run are 2 parallel 
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threads for all clubs to think about…….

Success isn’t always to be measured in medals…..but in matching members 
aspirations….might be measured in the number of people who engage in tours…..as 
that’s the focus of the club……

But in today’s world…being well run is also essential….and carries 
responsibilities……whether it’s around how member data is collected and 
stored….qualifications, insurance  and safety…..safeguarding and welfare……or around 
finances and audit……
….there is no getting get away from the need for clubs to have strong 
governance…….and to manage not only the field of play….but how the club is run……
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So would seem to me now is a really good time make a fresh start in this 
area…..building on all the good work which has previously taking lace….and the many 
many strengths that already exist in clubs…..kick start this….

There is no doubt that we can be stronger together in tackling the challenges and 
maximising the opportunities…..

And by 2021….I would expect that together……we will have made real 
progress…..stronger clubs….feeling more supported….more connected….more 
engaged with the different parts of British Canoeing……more members…more 
volunteers…..

And now I’m pleased to introduce Guin Batten…..Head of Strategy and Development 
within British Canoeing……who is going to share some of the emerging plans that can 
help to move us to this place……
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